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THE ART OF EVERYONE 
 
An essay by Elizabeth Pearce, Writer, Mona.  
 
We have asked The Museum of Everything to come and occupy Mona. But that— like everything, always, 
everywhere—is up for debate. Is it an occupation, or a collaboration?  
 
The Museum of Everything is a travelling institution, which opened in London in 2009. Its purpose is to 
advocate for the visibility of art that falls outside the confines of the art world proper; the work of ordinary 
people, working far (literally or otherwise) from the cultural metropolis.  
 
That word, ‘ordinary’, is an interesting one. Because oftentimes, the art that we are talking about—let’s call it 
the art of everyone—happens to be made by people who can only truthfully be described as extraordinary.  
 
These artists don’t have degrees, but they might have visions or compulsions; they are transcendent 
scientists, self-taught architects, and citizen inventors; sometimes, they are dedicated followers of personal 
belief systems, or producing art from inside a hospital or prison. Some create their own visual folklore to sit 
alongside (or challenge) established histories of culture and place. ‘Our museum stretches, I hope, the 
possibility of who has the right to be considered an artist,’ says founder James Brett. But of course, not 
everybody is an artist. The collection is comprised of the passionate fringe, the outliers who concentrate the 
human propensity to make and create. They are simultaneously different, because that kind of intensity and 
ability is not available to us all (and especially not in the absence of the usual art-world rewards, such as money 
and cultural cachet), and yet they are also somehow the same, more familiar to us than the big art-world 
names will ever be.  
 
This extra/ordinary tension complicates the category ‘art’, in its deepest sense. Is art typical, universal, even 
biological—or is it exceptional? Can we place elite art, that which is clearly tied to the desire for social status, 
next to apparently private forms of creative expression, and call them by the same name?  
 
To answer these questions, as well as the important social-justice ones that accompany them, you must first 
widen your concept of art. It stops being about insider/outsider, us and them, and becomes instead a big, 
wobbly, cumbersome carryall; and once ‘everything’ is included, nothing is, and so the whole problem of 
terminology and definitions just dissolves, until you’re left with nothing but an action. The will to make thrives 
everywhere, even in the most unlikely places. That’s what our friends at The Museum of Everything are trying 
to show. And we want to help them, in the form of this exhibition. The occupation is an invitation. 
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What you will find, when you come, is a jolly fine collection, cor blimey, of drawings, paintings, sculptures, 
photography, environments and assemblies. There will be wondrous samples of the Art Brut / Outsider Art 
canon (oh, the irony) as well as the ‘newly discovered’ (as our British imperial overlords would have it), 
alongside work from studios for artists with disabilities. We’re excited. This stuff matters, in a social-justice 
sense and in an art-lovers sense (we’ve been missing out!). But also, we empathise—being from Tassie and 
all—with the whole outsider/insider thing. Specifically, the problem: what happens when the outsider 
becomes the institution; the exception, the rule? Is it even a problem?  
 
Both our museums—that of Everything, and of Old and New Art—want to learn, in the most human of ways: 
by doing. ‘The hand is the cutting edge of the mind,’ says Joseph Bronowski. Art, in the end, is a behaviour, 
something we can’t help but do—or at least, it should be. The best way to test its mettle is to clear away the 
extra stuff, the art-world beatifications, the labels and classifications, to see what’s left. You might just find 
it’s everything.  
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